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A qualitative crystalline, as well as amorphous,

solid behavior is simultaneously extracted for a classical

Hard sphere system from its known virial power series expan-

sion in the density augmented by only one further virial coef-

ficient, taken from an extrapolated estimate of the Cauchy-

Hadamard radius of convergence criterion. Results are com-

pared with computer simulation data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The grand objective of equilibrium statistical me-

chanics is perhaps still that of calculating macroscopic pro-

perties in terms of the microscopic. In other words, given the

intermolecular interactions» does one possess a mathematical

scheme whereby to determine all the thermodynamic phases of

a given substance, and also the attendant phase transitions?

*t has been conjectured ' that this should be possible Jj»

,* 7"idpie since the basic quantity to be calculated first»

V: partition function , is an integral (In the classical ca-

i»), over all the possible configurations of all the particles

•f the system.

Real empirical gases, liquids, solids, etc. are dif-

ficult to deal with In part because of the uncertain nature

of the microscopic Interactions, I.e., the precise form of

the pair potential function particularly 1n the innermost

region, without even beginning to grapple with the presence

and type of many-body forces, and the almost definite growing

Importance of these forces with increasing density. Simple

Idealized systems like the Lennard-Jones fluid, the hard

sphere system, etc. are thus more attractive theoretical

starting test cases, the more so because of the vast equation

of-state "data" now available from computer simulations*7.

Figure 1 schematically displays computer and other

"experimental" data associated with the classical hard sphere

system. The latter Is expected to close pack at tjwo distinctly'



different density O * N/V values, where N is the number of

spheres, each of diameter (T, contained in a volume V. One

such value corresponds the packing into a regular lattice,

face centered cubic(fcc) or hexagonal close packing (hep),

which occurs a t P g w l r *"d which is presumed3' to be the

maximum possible density for such a system. The other packing

density occurs at about 862 of the value r , and has been es-
4)tablishsd by actual experiments with ball bearings , and

other types of spheres, packed into the irregular lattice con-

figuration known as(dense)random close packing (RCP). The

system pressure P at both those specific density values dj_v^er-

ges because of the assumed impenetrable nature of the spheres.

The low-density fluid is known to "freeze", via a first order

transition, into an fee lattice at a b o u t P — | P Q , and the

corresponding crystalline solid to "melt" at about £f 0 7 4 f o '

Moreover, a transition from a metastabie fluid with non-zero

mobility to an amorphous (or disordered) solid with essentially

zero mobility has been predicted by some computer simulation.; '

to occur O£ the metastabie continuation of the stable fluid

branch at about SZ (2)" P o - Although this "glass transi-
6)tion" is still somewhat controversial, the close similarity

between the pair distribution functions ' of a real amorphous

solid (like the Ni-P metallic alloy glasses), as obtained by

Cargill ', y^s £ v U that of hard spheres at random close

packing, as deduced by Finney ', Is truly remarkable.

It thus seems very probable that the hard sphere

pressure n function of density "bifurcates" Into two branches-



one corresponding to the crystalline, and the other to the

amorphous, solid.

The Integral equation theories resulting from suc-

cessive truncations of the BBGKY hierarchy have recently

been applied to pursue ' this possible bifurcation, and also

to establish the existence of limiting densities, such as the

two values mentioned above, as well as to locate sp nodal points

which signal a fluid instability, etc. It is well k own that

these various theories, commonly known as YBG ' (Yvon-Born-

6reen), PY12* (Percus-Yevick), HNC 1 3 ) (hypernetted chain),

reproduce at low densities up to and including the third virfal

coefficient, whereas the "previous theory", that of van der

Waals reproduces only up to the second virial coefficient. Fur-

ther generalizations ' of the Integral equations lead to theo-

ries reproducing up to the fourth virial coefficient, but the

resulting schemes are both extremely difficult and expensive

to solve.

The method of Padé approximants ' applied to the

virial expansion of the pressure as a power series In density

can In principle reproduce as many virial coefficients as are

known (up to five for the Lennard-Jones fluid ' and seven '

for the hard-sphere and hard-disk systems). The simplest,

nontrivial approximant corresponds precisely to the van der

Waal equation of state. The method has recently been shown

capable of predicting a) the random close packing density '
19)

with remarkable accuracy, as well as b) the spinodai point,

with an accuracy that Improves as the order of the Padé appro-



ximant is increased.

This method is generalized in the present paper so

as to uncover, finally, the actual crystalline solid branch

by assuming only the known virial coefficients up to the

seventh, within the uncertainties of the last two, plus what

appears to be a reasonable estimate of the as yet unknown

eigth coefficient as deduced from a simple extrapolation of

the Cauchy-Hadamard radius of convergence definition. Based

upon this we formulate in Section 2 a nonrigorous but highly

suggestive proposition on the convergence of the virial expan-

sion for hard rods, disks and spheres. Section 3 contains

the main analysis leading to both.the disordered and ordered

solid phases and Section 4 has our conclusions.

2- VIRIAL EXPANSION AND CONVERGENCE.

The Ursell-Mayer virial expansion for the pressure

P of a classical substance, about zero density P = N/V, is

given by'

PV ? 6 7

m " > * B
2 Ç + B

3 Ç ••••• B 7 f 4 M + - • • Í 1 *

Here k is Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature

and the coefficients B. are In general temperature-dependent

except for the hard sphere, or disk, or rod cases where they

depend only on the sphere (or disk) diameter, or rod length,



say 6". For hard spehres the B^'s are known ' up to B, (with

*»4X error). The error in B, is A» 11, and essentially negli-

gible for all lower order virial coefficients. Definning the

dimensionless density Xsfífô» with PS{l^T the fcc/hcp

packing density, and dimensionless pressure/l(x)» P/pkT, eq.

(1) becomes

Aj = 2.961921959. h^ - 5.483113556, A3 = 7.456350520

A4 * 8.485568085, A& • 8.868+0.0912,Ag = 9.250+0.4051

i
where A^ - P î + i* ^e use t*ie v»lue$ of B, and B, (and hence
A5 and Afi) deduced by Kratky

21*.

The studies of Lebowitr & Penroçe ' and Ree have

determined rigorous lower bounds on the radius of convergence

forxof the power series (2) to be 0.024 and 0.026, respecti-

vely. However, the following simple consideration would sug-

gest that the radius of convergence of (2) might indeed be
241much larger. The Cauchy-Hadamard definition ' for the radius

of convergencej£of a power series such as (2) is given by

X • lim A J 1 / 1 . (3)

In Figure 2 are plotted the i.-u.i A j 1 ' 1 (i = 1,2,...,6) vs.

1/fr for hard spheres, as well as for hard disks, ' and for
26)hard rods ' where A. • 1 for all i. The extrapolation to

the origin gives an estimate for X of eq. (3) In the neigh-

borhood of unity for all three casos. For 2- and 3- dimen-



sions the uncertainties in Ag and A, permit the extrapolated

curves to be drawn is the "corridors" shown in the Figure.

The radius of convergence of the virial series (?) may thus

very well include all physical densities. As a test we also

plotted, but do not report, the first six known virial coeffi-

cients of the celebrated Camahan-Starliog equation of state?7'

for which extrapolation to the origin is facilitated by the

known radius of convergence of (the packing fraction) y.~-7—x = l.

The plot suggests, if anything, that the extrapolated x values

of Fig. 2 for spheres and disks night even be somewhat larger

than the one displayed there, and strikingly close to the

unphysical value x • -j=.£il.35 corresponding to the y = 1

singularity of all the integral equation theories mentioned

above. Also possessing a third-order pole in the pressure at

y « 1 is the scaled-particle theory28' (SPT) which leads to

an equation of state identical to the PY compressibility equa-

tion of state.

3. SEARCH FOR FLUID-TO-SOLID LOOPS.

In previous studies all Padé approximants

with L and M nonnegative Integers such that L+M(6, were cons-

tructed In representation of the known sixth order polynomial

in (2) and thereby extend its validity to higher densities.

Two distinct kinds of behaviour were observed in the pressure

%{%) as function of density x: a) a set of approximants pre-



dieted ' a pressure divergence at some x < l , In particular

the £2/33. £?/l) and £3/3} diverged at x very close to the

aforementioned empirical random close packing value of 0.86,

b) another group of approximants developed ' a pressure ma-

ximum at some x< 1, identified with the spinodal point signal-

king Instability of the fluid phase, presumably to the solid

phase. The latter occurred for £0/i}> fl/2.]. fo/3j, fo/53

and fo/tj- Moreover, the location of the spinodal approached

the computer-empirical region as the order L+H of the approxi-

mant grew, i.e., as more known virial coefficients were in-

corporated into the extrapolant.

Still elusive in these studies, however, was a pres-

sure branch that might be Identified with the crystalline pha-

s_e as such, namely a curve rising to diverge at x - 1 (regular

fec/hep close packing) and connected by a "loop" to the low-

density fluid branch. To obtain such behaviour, from the vi-

rial expansion alone, we shall consider the possible presence

°f two zeros In 0<x<l from the first derivative of (2), namely

8A ?x
7 + ... (4)

'This is clarly impossible a_s such since all the A.'s are posi

tive. But now multiply the rhs of (4) such that

(5)

8A?x
7+...)



/ A í n C x1; C . - l (-)j + 1

Here n is non-negative and (")rrn"\rrrriis the binomial

coefficient. Note that truncation of (4) to A. , say, impli?-*

that we have multiplied by unity if we truncate (5) to C. .

For example if we know (4) up to and Including the A, term,

then

••6(J)A 5 - 7(J)A 6 • 8 A,.

The C coefficients in (5) are now not necessarily all positive

Furthermore, we can vary n and investigate the possible order

of the pole at regular close packing x « 1. An ni-li order

pole i n ^ ' ( x ) In (5) means, of course, an ( n - 1 ) — order pole

i n 7 C ( x ) itself. A conjecture based on the single-particle

cell theory 3 0*, predicts n - 2.

On the other hand, the PV equation of state ' got-

ten from the so-called "pressure equation" leads to n - 3,

while that obtained from the "compressibility equation" gives

n • 4. The latter pole order, moreover, also occurs in the

YBG, HNC, SPT and CS schemes already mentioned. However, a|_l_

theories alluded to in this paragraph predict the pole at the

unphysical packing fraction of y =• 1, or x * ~^_,"1.35.
7C 2

An exhaustive search for two zeros in Tt'(x) for

for the different Padé approximants J L / H J ( X ) , namely
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t ; (7)

was carried out for n • 1, 2,..., 9. The L+M coefficients

Pi« Po» • • «Pi »<li • Q?'-' t(íâÉ are determined ln terms of the L+M

coefficients C,, C-,,., C,+y through the well-known linear

algebraic equations of the Padé method '. The series In (7)

was first truncated at C,, inclusive. In other words, includ-

ing up to Ag, or up to B?, the last known virial coefficient.

The search for two zeros was negative, even though severa!

approximants possessed one zero in OCx^l, i.e., a single spin-
19)odal point, as in ref. '

An estimate for h-j (and hence Bg) based on the ex-

trapolation of Figure 2 was then added. Simultaneously Ac

and Afi were allowed to vary within their uncertainties, eq.

(2) and Inset, Figure '3. Only the f3/*! approximant showed

any promise. We Illustrate results for A? = 9.64 which 1s

well within the uncertainty corridor for the hard sphere

A ^ ^ ' s of Figure 2. We used the values Ag - 8.914 and A& =

9.453, both within their reported ' error bars (see "cross"

Inset of Figure 3). Figure 3 also shows the results for the

Ê3/4J approximant for all n • 1,2. .9. We observe that only

n • 9 possesses the sought-after two zeros. In Figure 4 are

shown all the 7—order approximants to^'(x), i.e., eq.(7)

with L+M • 7, and n « 9. We note now three distinct kinds

of behaviour: 1) diverging (the f4/3}, f2/s3 and [o/7] extra-
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poiants). 11) single-spinodal (the tl/O» f5'1}* Í5/O and

£7/oJ) and Ü1) the two-spinodai (loop) behaviour of the f3/4j

approximant.

To obta1n7t(x) vŝ  x, I.e., the actual equation of

state, we have from (7) that

(8)

This integral can be reduced to elementary ones by partial

fractions and carr

for L=3, M=4 being

32)
fractions and carried out analytically ', with the result

in(J.x) • X

I E Uhl 2»x • b| 4 %ZJ£ tan"»(l=fr*) (9)
yfd-c /d

+, -1 / x-a . „tan (-̂-. »wj + K.

The constants a0> a< (1 « 1,,.,8), B, C, D, E, a, b, c, d,

and K are determined ' 1n terms of the p^'s end q.'s and

q^'s of the £3/<] Padé approximant of (7). The Integrals (8)

are of course more readily carried out numerically, and this

was also done, with the results for L+M • 7 displayed in Fi-

gure 5. The loop associated with the £3/4], together with

Its Maxwell equal-area construction, Is compared In Figure 6

with the computer experiments of ref. ' It 1s condevable

that the effect of as yet unknown higher-order virial coef-



ficients will be to increase the omewhat low freezing pres-

sure towards the experimental valte. We emphasize, however,

that our only aim for now has been to find the resulting qua-

litative behaviour.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A Fade approximant study of the density-derivative

of pressure for a system of hard spheres described by its

Urseil-Hayer virial expansion has yielded, in principle, a

crystalline solid behaviour as observed in computer simulations,

in addition to the previously obtained amorphous solid (diver-

gence at random close packing) and single-spinodal behaviour

(Instability of the fluid phase). The virial series, through

Padé analysis, thus appears to be yielding two distinct pres-

sure branches: one for the disordered» the other for the order-

ed, solid. Assuming that the series does Indeed converge

over the whole physical density range from zero to regular

close packing, as suggested by the Cauchy-Kadamard criterion

extrapolation of Section 2, 1t is tempting to suspect that it

might be an asymptotic (but convergent ') series, and as such

capable of definning more than one function as machine simul-

ations of the physical system under c-. '{deration would demand.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Schematic display of various laboratory and computer expe-

rimental results for the classical hard sphere system

equation of state. The pressure is P, absolute tempera-

ture T, number density P, regular (fcc/hcp) close pack-

ing density 0 and (T*the sphere diameter.

2. Plot of known summands of eq. (3) corresponding to dimen-

sioniess virial coefficients Aj of eq. (2), for hard spheros,

disks and rods, v̂ s_. 1/1. Extrapolation to the origin pro-

vides an estimate of Cauchy-Hadamard radius of convergence

(3) of series (2). Uncertainty (?) in A&, and especially

A,, render extrapolation as a "corridor" of certain width.

3. Plot of J3/4}(x) Padé approximant eq. (7) for n = 1.2,..,9.

Only n = 9 case possesses two zeros in physical density

region, 0<xO, which correspond to the two pressure loop

spinodai points.

4. All seventh order Padé approximants in eq. (7) for n - 0

vs. dimensionless density xc. P/Po-

5. Dimensionless pressure vs. diwensionless density resulting

from numerical integration of eq. (8) for L+M = 7. All

pressure curves diverge at x • i; in addition, the Í4/3]],

£2/53 ind CO/73 ca$e* diverge at x*l, at t 0.67,CO.73 and



Cf 0.8, respectively, and are associated with the amorphous

solid, whose pressure curve presimably rises to eventually

diverge at the predicted random lose packing density.

6. Enlargement of the £3/4{ pressure vs. density curve of

Fig. 5, together with its Kaxwei1 equal-area construction

(referred to le_f_t scale) compared with the computer expe-
21

rinent data of ref. ' related to the f 1 u i -:- to-sol id tran-

sition (right scale).
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